
Want to look and feel younger? While
everyone will age, regular aerobic exercise
can decrease your biological age by 10
years or more (Shephard 2008).

Interval training is an effective way to
exercise at a high enough intensity to sig
nificantly increase oxygen demands and
ultimately slow aging (Wright & Perriceffi
2008). Interval training consists of short
bursts of going all out followed by brief
periods of active recovery It allows you to
exercise briefly at a high intensity in order
to force the body to adapt in ways that
slow aging. How can you safely interval
train? Get suggestions below from author
and consultant Amy Ashmore, PhD, who
holds a doctorate in kinesiology from the
University of Texas at Austin.

How to Interval Train

Designing Workouts
Here are some variables to consider when
creating interval workouts:

Speed. Increasing speed is an obvious
way to boost intensity. However, speed
can cause injury and should be used to
increase exercise intensity only if you are
conditioned and free from musculoskele
tal injuries.

Incline. Adding incline, along with re
sistance, is an alternative way to increase
intensity on most cardiovascular equip
ment. A change in incline changes the
mechanics of movement by incorporat
ing additional muscles or increasing out
put, both of which increase how hard the
heart works and what the maximal axy
gen consumption is.

Resistance. The greater the resistance,
the harder the muscles work to move the

The best way to interval train is to keep it
simple by changing one variable at a time;
for example, increasing resistance on the
elliptical trainer and maintaining speed, or
ncreasing incline on the treadmill and
iaintaining speed. It makes no difference
to the body which variable changes. All
at matters is that the muscles work

bones. This variable can be manipulated by
increasing resistance on cardiovascular ma
chines or by incorporating added weight.

Relationship to Gravity. One of the
most effective ways to train is to use body
weight against gravity; for instance, byinc
orporating jump push-ups or squats
into a workout.

harder, oxygen demand increases, the heart
rate goes up and thereby aging slows.

Impact Impact is most commonly
associated with sustained, high-impact
activities like jogging, but plyometrics
(explosive movements such as hopping and
jumping) are effective for adding impact
moves in a nonsustained manner. Including
a plxometrics component can increase the
intensity of almost any exercise, but p]yo
metrics calls for the same care that is needed
when speeding up an erdse.

Lower AlternatingWith Upper. A smi
pie way to increase intensity and then re
cover is to alternate a lower-body exercise

like a lunge with an upper-body exercise
like a dumbbell shoulder press. This strat
egy is particu]arly effective if you are out
of shape. The lower-body exercise in
creases the heart rate, while the upper
body work allows a brief recovery. •
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